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TAWA MULCH AND LANDSCAPE SUPPLY

Upgraded Morbark Alpha 3 Inserts:
Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

FOR THE SERIOUS
GRINDING PROFESSIONAL

Aaron Dunham
Product Support Representative
Morbark has introduced upgraded options for its Alpha
and Wearwolf lines of mill inserts, and customers who
use the Alpha 3 inserts have seen wear life improve by as
much as 100 percent, according to Aaron Dunham, product support representative for the Environmental Division.

“Customers who use the
Alpha 3 inserts have seen
wear life improve by as
much as 100 percent.”
Aaron Dunham; Product Support Representative
Columbus Equipment Company

Compared to the Alpha 2 or aftermarket inserts, customers
get about twice as much wear on the Alpha 3, depending on
position and application. “Over the long run, you can save
around 40% because you won’t have to change them nearly
as often,” Dunham said.
A couple factors are behind the improved wear: The
Alpha 3 has a deeper penetration of tungsten-carbide
than the Alpha 2 inserts. It features six welds instead of
four. The manufacturing process also employs a hotter
weld than on the Alpha 2.
Alpha 3 inserts perform better in all applications
than Alpha 2s or aftermarket inserts, including green

waste, scrap wood, asphalt shingles, demolition waste,
and regrinding. Better insert performance also results in
reduced fuel costs, users find.
Morbark’s Wearwolf inserts are for grinding clean
logs or forestry debris like tree tops with no dirt or other
waste mixed in. The Wearwolf Generation 2 has a strip
of carbide welded onto the knife edge for longer wear.
Again, customers are finding they get considerably more
run time by upgrading to Gen 2 inserts.

“Whichever inserts
you use, it is crucial to use
Morbark bolts and nuts.”
Aaron Dunham; Product Support Representative
Columbus Equipment Company

“Whichever inserts you use, it is crucial to use Morbark
bolts and nuts. We have found that aftermarket bolts and
nuts are not as strong as Morbark bolts and nuts. We’ve
seen aftermarket bolts break and damage the inserts. It’s
worth the upfront investment to get the performance and
reliability you need over time,” Dunham added.
Call Aaron at (513) 678-2430 for competitive, pallet
pricing on Morbark Alpha 3 inserts today.
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CMI C175 Twister II Crawler Mulcher:
Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

SETTING THE
LAND-CLEARING STANDARD

The CMI C175 Twister II is the choice mulcher
for forestry and oil and gas applications, thanks to its
“proven reliability, even in the middle of nowhere,”
according to Steeve Charest, territory manager for CMI.
CMI’s purpose-built mulchers are lighter than competing models—so they are easily transportable—yet
they offer more power. The C175, for example, is the
only the machine of its size and weight that provides
175 horsepower, thanks to a 4.5-liter John Deere
engine. The machine weighs in at 16,500 lbs., versus
over 20,000 lbs. for competitors.

“Proven reliability, even
in the middle of nowhere.”
Steeve Charest; Territory Manager, CMI

The machine has excellent tractive power for hills
or rough terrain. “The C175 is virtually unstoppable for
climbing steep hills,” Charest noted.
CMI has the best hydraulics in the business, added
Jesse Garber, sales representative with Columbus
Equipment Company’s Environmental Division. “The
hydraulics offer simplicity, integrity, and longevity.
They don’t overheat and they don’t get contaminated.”
The C175 can be outfitted with a 76-inch FAE

mulching head, while competing machines can only
handle a 69-inch head.
The roomy, comfortable operator’s cabin is pressurized
and filtered to keep out dust and other contaminants.
“The only dust that comes into the cab is from your
boots,” Charest said. For safety and visibility, the cab
features a full-size access door on one side and an
emergency door on the other.

“The C175 is virtually unstoppable
for climbing steep hills.”
Steeve Charest; Territory Manager, CMI

CMI’s entire product line—including the 275-hp
C250, 450-hp C450 and 557-hp C550—has the same
lighter and more powerful design the C175 has. Despite
their compact exteriors, all CMI machines provide easy
access to components and more room for servicing and
cleaning than competitive models.
For more details on how a CMI mulcher can step up
your land-clearing project capabilities to the next level,
contact the Environmental Division’s Jesse Garber at
(937) 239-7180 today.

Where Profitability and Sustainability Meet™

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

Tawa Mulch and Landscape
MORBARK 3400XT REVOL

Eric Kuhlman of Tawa Mulch and Landscape Supply is a happy man. Not just because the company will process around 125,000 yards of
material this year, but because he has the support of great employees and a loving wife and family. Eric and his employees are also no longer
away from their families grinding until 2 o'clock in the morning, thanks to engineering improvements built into Morbark's new 3400XT.

When mulch company owner Eric Kuhlman and
Environmental Division sales representative Jesse
Garber approached Morbark, LLC last winter about
making some changes to the 3800 Wood Hog, they
found out that great minds really do think alike.
Morbark was ready to introduce an upgraded version—
the 3400XT—that was the more powerful, yet more
mobile, just as Kuhlman had envisioned. He purchased
the machine without even demoing it.

“We’ve had as high as 550
yards an hour regrind with
2" screens with the 3400XT,
which is unheard of for a 765
horse. The production numbers
are mind-boggling.”
Eric Kuhlman; Owner, Tawa Mulch and Landscape Supply

Kuhlman owns Tawa Mulch and Landscape Supply
in Findlay. Since 2011, he’d been using a Morbark
3800, and before that he had hired a company that
used a Vermeer 6000 to do his grinding. His business

provides grinding services for municipalities, and the
3800 was “too big for mobilization,” he said. He wanted
a grinder on tracks, and he wanted more horsepower
and a bigger mill.

tawamulch.com
The 3400 matched all those specifications. It is on
tracks. It has a 765-hp engine, versus a 700-hp engine
in his 3800. It has a bigger mill and bigger feed rollers for
increased production. It also has more room between
the mill and the engine, making it easier to change
screens. (The 3400 can also be a stationary or trailer
model, with engine sizes from 540 to 800 hp.)
Despite delivering on all those power and performance
fronts, the 3400 is only 8-feet-4-inches wide, making it
legal for transport at any time, unlike the 3800 that can
only be transported during daylight hours.
“It’s a big risk to buy a piece of equipment without
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Visit columbusequipment.com/videos.php for more.
e Supply:
OLUTIONIZES THE PLAYING FIELD

seeing it run or having any history behind it at all,”
Kuhlman said. “I’m glad I took the risk. The machine
has exceeded expectations all around.”
Production has been higher than he expected.
Depending upon the product and screen size, production

With previous grinders, he only used one feeder.
The faster production also helps fuel efficiency.
While the 3400 consumes about the same amount of
fuel per hour as other grinders, the higher production
results in lower fuel costs per yard.

As material flies off the conveyor (second right), Kuhlman observes "our production is a lot higher, and our bottom line has improved. When
we go on our municipality brush grinding, we're getting in and getting out. We're able to keep jobs moving, and keep cash flow rotating."

can double what the comparable size Vermeer 6000
can do. He had expected to regrind 250 to 300 yards
an hour, but “we've had as high as 550 yards an hour
regrind with 2" screens with the 3400XT, which is
unheard of for a 765 horse. The production numbers

“I took a lot of comfort
in knowing I was dealing
with Jesse Garber, who
understands the mulch business,
We’d definitely recommend
Columbus Equipment
Company to anybody.”
Eric Kuhlman; Owner, Tawa Mulch and Landscape Supply

are mind-boggling." In fact, production is so high that
on most jobs he brings two pieces of equipment to feed
the grinder, a Komatsu PC200 excavator and a loader.

Having the machine on tracks has increased mobility
and agility both off-site and at his own yard. He also
likes the new larger, sloped infeed that improves visibility for
operators, and the Morbark Integrated Control System,
which tracks data such as grind time versus idle time.
Kuhlman estimates Tawa Mulch will grind about
125,000 yards of material this year, resulting in 80,000
yards of regrind—his main business. Tawa provides
municipalities with grinding services and sells mulch
in qualities from 1/2 yard to a 72-yard semi load.
Customers range from large landscaping supply yards to
individual homeowners. With the new Morbark and the
McCloskey stackers he bought previously, “we can take
on new, bigger customers,” Kuhlman noted.
Kuhlman purchased the machine without even
trying it because he has had good experience with
Morbark and Columbus Equipment Company. “I’ve run
Vermeer, Bandit, and the Morbark 3800. Morbark has
always surpassed the production of other manufacturers,”
he said. “I also took a lot of comfort in knowing I
was dealing with Jesse Garber, who understands the
mulch business, We’d definitely recommend Columbus
Equipment Company to anybody.”
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New and Previously-Owned, Late-Model

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE AND RENT

McCloskey J45 Jaw Crusher

2016 Eagle Crusher

Approx. 47 hrs., Volvo D11 Tier 4F,
360 HP, Overband Magnet, Manual Variable
Speed, Hopper Extension, Longer Pan
Feeder, Wireless Remote Control, Dust
Covers-Spray Bars

SN: 1400-45-CCS, approx. 244 hrs.,
Horizontal Shaft Impactor, UltraMax
45 primary/secondary, 40,000lbs,
Tier 3, 500 HP, Generator 200kW,
6'x20' Horizontal Triple Deck Screen

$499,000

2014 Barko 240
Feller Buncher

2014 Bandit 3500T
Forestry Mower

2014 Morbark
3200 Track Grinder

SN: 35103, approx. 359 hrs.,
Low Hours, Ready To Work.

SN: 166-1019, approx. 1,500 hrs.,
CAT, C18, 630 HP

$965,000

$225,000

$389,000

2012 Morbark 3800XL

SN: 23625, approx. 859 hrs., Tracked Feller
Buncher w/Quadco Hot Saw (18C)

2013 Komptech
Crambo 5000

SN: 167268, approx. 1,058 hrs., Tracked
Dual Shaft, Slow Speed Shredder

2014 Komptech
Cribus 2800

$270,000

$475,000

$345,000

YEAR
1999
2014
2010
2004
2005
2011
2012
2010
1995
2013

MAKE / MODEL
Bandit 1900 Track Disc Chipper
Barko 240 Feller Buncher
Doppstadt 3060 Shredder
Precision Husky 2675
Timberking TK360 Feller Buncher
Timberpro 735B Feller Buncher
Screen USA, Tornado Star 4012 Deluxe
Rayco C100LGP
Fecon C100LFM-L
Morbark Model 22
Morbark 4600XL

SN: 191-1027, approx. 3,675 hrs.,
800 HP CAT, Rubber Tire Grinder

SN: 27018, approx. 605 hrs.,
Wheeled Trommel with Multiple Drums

$155,000

SERIAL#
DESCRIPTION
1063
Tracked Disc Chipper w/ Loader
23621 SOLD Tracked Feller Buncher w/o Head
77
SOLD Single Shaft, Slow Speed Shredder
C3402XL8729 800 HP Cat, 3-Knife Disc, Rubber Tire
HA19146
Rubber Tired Feller Buncher
0069-100110 Tracked Feller Buncher w/Quadco 22B
4021000 SOLD Star Screen
210812
Forestry Mulcher
251210
Forestry Mulcher
1600
22", Rubber Tire, 3-Knife Disc Chipper
188-1120E
Electric Grinder, 1,000 HP

HOURS
4,988
1,290
2,783
1,675
2,000
4,999
1,642
2,733
2,858
6,659
1,200

PRICE
$105,000
$215,000
$245,000
$145,000
$80,000
$245,000
$25,000
$70,000
$65,000
$49,000
$440,000

Call Mark DiSalvo at (937) 424-7678, or your local Columbus Equipment
representative, for complete listing information today!
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ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION

Regional Commitment

2323 Performance Way
Columbus, OH 43207
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Columbus Equipment Company offers three variations of Morbark's popular Alpha
Inserts: Alpha 1 (Good), Alpha 2 (Better), and Alpha 3 (Best)—each offering a different
level of carbide saturation. Alpha Inserts are best for primary and regrind, green waste,
forestry residue, scrap wood, C&D waste, municipal solid waste, and industrial recycling.

To learn how you can best put Alpha Inserts to work for you, contact us today!

COLUMBUS
TOLEDO
CINCINNATI
RICHFIELD
CADIZ
(614) 443-6541 (419) 872-7101 (513) 771-3922 (330) 659-6681 (740) 942-8871

DAYTON
(937) 879-3154

MASSILLON
(330) 833-2420
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ZANESVILLE
(740) 455-4036

PAINESVILLE
(440) 352-0452

PIKETON
(740) 289-3757

